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Abstract

Many Ambient Intelligence (AmI) scenarios fit perfectly for auto-generated distributed networks, but they assume the existence of good enough network topology organizing the connected devices. AmI scenarios need to handle an unanticipated number of participants and inappropriate distributed network topologies can affect the network’s efficiency by making it unstable and hard to manage. This paper introduces PALTA, a self-adapting hybrid topology capable of dynamically adjusting its configuration by using a combination of existing topologies. PALTA allows the incremental construction of self-maintained distributed networks which take advantage of the current network state.

Index Terms: Ambient intelligence, Decentralized systems, Network topologies, Self-management, Network variability

1. Introduction

The Ambient Intelligence (AmI) field envisions people constantly surrounded by hardware technology in the form of interconnected mobile and embedded devices [6]. AmI applications have been proposed for a diverse number of everyday situations ranging from small and close applications (e.g. home and office applications [12, 19]), to those large and open (e.g. traffic and massive-events applications [3]). Often, the limited capacities of the devices used in these scenarios cause the emergence of networks that lack any infrastructure, dynamically changing their configuration as the people move about and the devices become (un)available. Still, these networks are expected to be self-maintainable and efficient.

Most existing AmI software approaches assume the existence of an underlying network reconfiguration mechanism which copes with the connection volatility of the devices. However, thus far we observe that such mechanisms commonly imply full connectivity among the devices (i.e. the devices are directly connected to each other). As shown in other domains of distributed computing, this configuration has dramatic consequences on the scalability of the networks.

In this work, we explore advanced peer-to-peer (P2P) reconfiguration algorithms [17] to deal with the dynamicity and scalability of AmI networks. These algorithms implement efficient network configurations – known as network topologies – and message rerouting techniques that enable each network participant – known as peer (e.g. a device) – to have complete access to the network by having a small number of direct connections to other peers. Yet, these techniques mostly make sense for large-scale networks. For small networks they are considered overkill, unnecessarily using resources which, for the devices of AmI scenarios, is a critical issue.

In this paper, we propose our hybrid network reconfiguration mechanism called PALTA: a Peer-to-peer AdaptabLe Topology for Ambient intelligence. This algorithm takes advantage of the best features of a fully connected network when the number of peers is small enough to allow the devices manage this kind of topology. When the network becomes too large to maintain a fully connected topology, the algorithm will automatically adapt the network configuration to become a Relaxed Ring [17], which can handle a large number of peers by executing more complex algorithms for self-managing the distributed network. We consider different aspects concerning the transition between networks: adaptation of the base algorithms, maintaining the network’s coherence and self-healing from inefficient configurations.

The main contribution of this work is the design of a dynamic network topology, PALTA, oriented to self-organize and self-adapt efficiently highly variable networks with an unanticipated number of participants. We present the concrete application for Ambient Intelligence, but this approach can be applied to any application which needs to deal with variable number of connected peers.

Section 2 presents our motivating example for dynami-
cally adaptable and scalable distributed networks. Section 3
details the Full Connectivity and Relaxed Ring topologies. 
Section 4 describes our hybrid approach for size-efficient 
topologies. We provide our validation results in Section 5. 
Section 6 compares our approach with existing technolo-
gies. We discuss future work in Section 7 and conclude in 
Section 8.

2. Motivation

An interesting scenario consists of the implementation 
of Ambient Intelligence Games [1, 21]. Real world games 
can augment the interaction between players by using wear-
able electronic devices. For instance, a Paintball game con-
sists in players equipped with compressed air guns that 
shoot paint capsules for eliminating opponents. Games 
can be played indoors or outdoors and they can take var-
tious forms depending of the rules agreed by the players. 
An electronically-enhanced paintball game can supervise in 
real time the state of the whole match, offers more complex 
games and prevents cheating. A player can join a game at 
any time as soon as he turns on his device. The player’s de-
vice receives the information about the already existing par-
ticipants (e.g., location, health, game rules) and the device 
sends the local state of the player to the other devices. Since 
every player’s device maintains a view of the game, they can 
collaborate in order to coordinate the matches and provide 
online information like team conditions, match state, scor-
ing and messages (global or private). Players can join or 
leave the game at any time and the game can self-organize 
the active participants in order to balance the match. We can 
see how the game can benefit from by sharing the player’s 
information in real time, but in order to implement such a 
scenario there are some design decisions to consider.

The implementation of such kind of scenario can use a 
traditional approach where users get connected to wireless 
networks installed by the event’s organizers. The drawbacks 
of using these infrastructure-dependent networks are that 
they require equipment investment and installation in the 
game fields. Also this architecture introduces fragile points 
in the network: Routers and access points can fail, breaking 
down the connectivity to some part or even the whole local 
network. An alternative approach for interconnecting de-
vice is a distributed network created by the mobile devices 
themselves. This kind of networks only need the presence 
of other devices in order to connect with each other, no in-
frastucture coordinates the communication. In this way the 
failure of some devices does not affect the network stabil-
ity since the rest of the correct devices can conserve their 
communication and still exchange information. In addition 
to a decentralized communication, this kind of networks are 
maintained by the devices themselves and any existing de-
vice can be used as an entry point. Finally we need to deal 
with the unanticipated number of incoming nodes in the net-
work. Since the players in a game can vary in quantity, the 
network generation should be able to self-adapt in order to 
optimize the network usage.

There are already topologies for generating distributed 
networks but they target different scenarios: some of them 
are suitable for few interconnected devices and other pro-
vide complex algorithms to provide better scalability. We 
want to define an incremental network topology that can 
take advantage of the network size and provide both good 
connectivity and scalability.

So far we have described a motivating example for our 
approach and identified a number of requirements to pro-
vide suitable scenario for this application:

**No intermediate infrastructure.** For allowing the sponta-
neous generation of ambient networks, without relying 
on an existing infrastructure.

**Efficient network composition on each network state.** 
Small networks need a different peer organization 
than larger ones. We would like to exploit the char-
acteristics of small and large networks separately, to 
provide the best possible peer organization for each 
case.

**Adaptability to an unanticipated number of peers.** 
Scenarios with unanticipated network sizes need to be 
capable of self-adapt their topology to the best suited 
settings. Depending on the evolution of the network, 
the topology has to dynamically change its settings 
to provide the most appropriated topology for each 
network state.

In the next section we analyze two networks topologies, we 
show their advantages and weaknesses in order to present 
our adapted approach in section 4.
3. Network topologies

As we state in the motivation section, we look for an algorithm that can take full advantage of the current network size. First we will review two existing network topologies: fully connected and Relaxed Ring [17]. We discuss why these topologies are only partially suitable for the requirements shown in the previous section before introducing our approach called PALTA, that uses a combination of the fully connected and Relaxed Ring topologies, in Section 4.

3.1. Fully connected networks

A fully connected network means that every peer has an open channel (i.e. a bidirectional link) to every other peer in the network, allowing a direct communication between all the network members. Figure 1 shows the topology of a small fully connected network.

When a new node wants to join the network, it follows the protocol shown in Figure 2: It contacts an arbitrary peer sending a join message. The connected peer responds with a join.ok message including its full list of connected peers and includes the new peer in its own list. The joining node then repeats the operation sending join messages to all the peers still not connected to it.

![Figure 2. Joining phase in fully connected topologies.](image)

The algorithm is described using an event-driven model. Peers exchange messages through any communication channel that devices can use. When the message is handled by the communication layer on the device, the correspondent event is triggered at the application level. To avoid race conditions within the same device, only one event is handled at a time. As in any distributed system, devices run their own event scheduler in parallel.

```
Algorithm 1 Join for fully connected networks
1: module FULL
2: upon event (join | new) do
3:     if id /∈ peers then
4:         send (join.ok | self, peers) to new
5:         peers := peers ∪ {new}
6:     end if
7: end event
8: upon event (join.ok | src, src.peers) do
9:     peers := peers ∪ {src}
10:    to_contact := src.peers \ peers
11:    for all p in to_contact do
12:        send (join | self) to p
13:    end for
14: end event
```

In case of intentional or unintentional disconnections, the network remains stable. This is because all peers are interconnected and no special fixes are needed to repair the network.

A fully connected topology helps to maintain a schema where every peer is directly connected to the whole network. However there is an important disadvantage in this topology: it lacks scalability. When the distributed network becomes too big, every node still needs to maintain the complete list of connected peers and joining nodes will have to contact every other connected node in the network in order to be properly connected. In order to solve this issue, there are approaches providing solutions for scalable distributed networks.

3.2. Relaxed Ring

The Relaxed-Ring [17] is a structured overlay network (SON) inspired on the Chord ring [20] and using a distributed hash table (DHT). It is fully decentralized and fault tolerant with self-organization of peers. It is meant for building large-scale distributed systems where the amount of connections that peers need to maintain is efficiently chosen. It provides a routing mechanism that takes $O(\log_k N)$ hops to reach any other peer in the network, where $N$ is the size of the network, and $k$ is the amount connections a peer...
maintains. These connections are known as fingers. One of the reasons for using the ring topology is that it is one of the most resilient to failures, and it is competitive with any other SON with respect to proximity [10].

The ring is formed by connecting every peer with a successor (succ) and a predecessor (pred). Peers are identified with an integer taken from the range \([0, N - 1]\). This identifier is used as its key for implementing the DHT. The succ of a peer is chosen by taking the peer with the next identifier found clockwise. The pred is chosen anti-clockwise. Having a connection with the successor is important because it means that the peer is connected to the network. Having identified the key of the predecessor gives responsibilities to the peer in the network. Every peer \(p\) is responsible for all the keys found between its predecessor and itself \((\text{pred}, p)\).

Among the systems that use the ring topology, there are different approaches for performing joins and leaves [8, 13, 20]. We have observed that all of these approaches rely on the synchronization of three nodes, which is not always guaranteed due to connection problems. That is the reason for the introduction of the relaxed ring, where the join operation is divided into two steps synchronizing only two peers at the time, allowing a relaxation of the ring between both steps. Leaves are treated as failures, and the recovery mechanism triggers the join algorithm to fix the ring.

Algorithms 2 and 3 describe how the messages depicted in Figure 3 are handled by each peer. Algorithm 2 describes the first step of a join. According to Figure 4, the most important thing is that if node \(q\) enters the network, it has to do it between \(p\) and \(r\), where \(q \in [p, r]\), to keep the share of key responsibilities consistent. The joining peer sends the join message to its entry point on the network. This node checks if the new peer is a better predecessor that the current one, being the better predecessor the one who maintains the ordered structure of the network. If it is not the best predecessor, the message is forwarded to the best finger, the closest to the new peer, until the message reaches the responsible of the key of the new peer. The pred pointer of the found successor successor is updated and it answers with the message join_ok to the new peer. This message contains the pred and succ of the joining peer, and a successor list for recovery in case of failure.

Once the joining peer receives join_ok, it verifies that the information about pred and succ is correct. If the successor is correct, we consider that the peer is connected to the network. If the predecessor is correct, the responsibility is well defined, and the new peer contacts its predecessor with the message new_succ. The procedure findAndConnectToFingers will be explain later on this section.

The second step of the join algorithm is dedicated to close the ring. Considering our example with nodes \(p, q\) and \(r\), after messages join and join_ok, \(p\) and \(q\) have \(r\) as successor, but \(q\) is the pred of \(r\), and \(q\) is aware of \(p\) but they have not established connection yet. Peer \(q\) sends message new_succ to \(p\) to close the ring. Peer \(p\) accepts \(q\) as successor and acknowledge its old successor \(r\).

In order to achieve efficient routing, the new peer needs to contact the corresponding fingers, which are chosen strategically. This is done in the first step of the algorithm, at the end of event join_ok, using the functionality of the procedure findAndConnectToFingers. Using the strategy of Chord[20], if the key of a peer is \(p\), the fingers are chosen using \(f_i = (p + N/2^i) \mod N\) with \(i = 1..k\). When messages need to be routed to a particular key, they are sent to the closest preceding finger. There are two situations to consider here. If the distribution of the keys is not uniform, some of the peers will be responsible for a larger range of keys. This can result in having two or more fingers pointing to the same peer. The same situation can occur with very small networks, because in that case peers will be responsible for larger ranges of keys, even if the distribution is uniform. The issue is that peers will not be able to take
Algorithm 2 Relaxed-Ring join step 1 - adding a new node

1: module RING

2: upon event ⟨join | new⟩ do
3:     if betterPredecessor(new) then
4:         send ⟨join_ok | pred, self, succlist⟩ to new
5:         pred := new
6:     else
7:         send ⟨join | new⟩ to bestFinger(new)
8:     end if
9: end event

10: upon event ⟨join_ok | p, s, sl⟩ do
11:     if betterSuccessor(s) then
12:         succ := s
13:         succlist := {s} ∪ sl
14:     end if
15:     if betterPredecessor(p) then
16:         pred := p
17:         send ⟨new_succ | self, succ, succlist⟩ to p
18:     end if
19:     findAndConnectToFingers()
20: end event

Algorithm 3 Relaxed-Ring join step 2 - closing the ring

1: module RING

2: upon event ⟨new_succ | s, olds, sl⟩ do
3:     if (succ == olds) ∧ betterSuccessor(s) then
4:         send ⟨join_ack | self⟩ to succ
5:         succ := s
6:         succlist := {s} ∪ sl
7:     end if
8: end event

Advantage of $k$ fingers but less, degrading unnecessarily the efficiency of the routing. This situation is solved by PALTA.

The Relaxed-Ring does not make a difference between nodes gracefully leaving the network and nodes crashing. This makes the topology more fault-tolerant. When a node is detected to have crashed, only the predecessor takes action contacting the first peer in its successor list. This peer is usually the successor of the crashed peer. The message used to trigger the failure recovery is $join$, reusing the join algorithm. More details are explained in Section 4.

4. PALTA

In this section we present our hybrid topology called PALTA, which tries to combine the best features of the topologies shown in the previous section to provide a dynamic topology capable of self-adapting depending on the network size. Our topology will change its organization when the network size reaches a defined threshold. We will refer to this limit as ω. Even when during the discussion of this paper we consider the value of ω as uniform for all nodes, the algorithm is designed such that every node can define its own ω to adapt its behaviour according to its own capacities.

In order to successfully implement this dynamic schema, we need to analyze how the topology will evolve when peers join or leave the network. When the network is created and the number of peers is below ω, the joining peers will perform the fully connected algorithm shown in Section 3.1. When peers detect a network size above ω, all the incoming joining requests will be handled using the Relaxed Ring algorithm as shown in Section 3.2. The same methodology is followed when, after a number of disconnections, the network becomes smaller than ω. In such case, peers will change their joining algorithm from Relaxed Ring to fully connected.

To be able to make the transition from a fully connected network to a ring, peers need to precisely identify their successors and predecessors at all times. Algorithm 4 shows that the $join$ even in PALTA can be seen almost as a method dispatcher, with the subtlety that it checks its predecessor and predecessor pointers in every join before triggering the $join$ event of the FULL module. In case that ω is already reached, it is the algorithm of the relaxed ring who will take care of $pred$ and $succ$ accordingly.

The procedure that checks predecessor and successor uses functions $betterSuccessor$ and $betterPredecessor$, which are equivalent to the one described in 3.2, verifying if the key belongs to the corresponding range.

The value of ω can change right after sending message $join$ and-or $join_ok$. Due to that, there is no way of knowing if a reply message $join_ok$ will correspond to the full connected topology or to the relaxed-ring. Peers need to
Algorithm 4 Join for PALTA: Adapted full connected algorithm with transition to relaxed-ring

1: module PALTA
2: upon event \( \text{join} | \text{new} \) do
3: if size(peers) < \( \omega \) then
4: check\_suc\_pred\_new()
5: trigger (FULL.join \| new)
6: else
7: trigger (RING.join \| new)
8: end if
9: end event

10: procedure check\_suc\_pred(id) is
11: if better\_successor(id) then
12: succ := id
13: end if
14: if better\_predecessor(id) then
15: pred := id
16: end if
17: end procedure

adapt dynamically to this situation whenever is needed. Algorithm 5 shows how this event is overloaded in PALTA. The first case corresponds to join\_ok as in the ring, with information of the predecessor, successor and successor list. If the routing table is higher than \( \omega \), the event is delegated to the relaxed-ring module. If we are in a small network, predecessor and successor are accordingly check, and the successor list is used to trigger the full connected algorithm, which will be used until reaching \( \omega \).

4.1. Self-healing network transitions

The consolidation of two different algorithms into an hybrid one carries a number of new issues. The transition phase between algorithms can give rise to inconsistency problems in the network’s topology. For instance, the joining algorithm could not converge, constantly changing between Full Topology and Relaxed Ring or the network size could exceed the limit \( \omega \), producing topologies too big to manage properly. In a distributed network the peers cannot instantly access the complete state of the whole network. Because of this limitation the messages produced by peers in PALTA are based only in local view of the network. The design of PALTA also considers self-healing procedures to minimize unstable network states.

We need to clearly define how joining peers will connect to the network: a joining node will contact with any connected peer in the network. The connected peer reply with either the message FULL.join.ok or RING.join.ok to trigger the corresponding joining algorithm. When this choice is made without changes in the network size that pass by the limit \( \omega \), the joining methodology will follow the description given in Section 3.

We find a special case when the joining peer is in process to contact the rest of peers in the network according to the fully connected algorithm (See algorithm 1). After receiving the first response \( \text{FULL.join.ok} \) from the contacted node, the joining peer will be sending join messages and receiving responses from the network members. Since it is possible having concurrent joins in different sections of the network, in a given time a node can perceive that the topology has to change. As we can see in Figure 5, this connected node will reply \( \text{RING.join.ok} \) to the joining node. This action will change the joining mechanism and the joining node will be integrated as a peer of the Relaxed Ring, with its already connected nodes as fingers.

Algorithm 5 Join for PALTA: Overloaded event join\_ok

1: module PALTA
2: upon event \( \langle \text{join-ok} | p, s, sl \rangle \) do
3: if size(peers) < \( \omega \) then
4: check\_suc\_pred\_new()
5: trigger (FULL.join\_ok | s, sl)
6: else
7: trigger (RING.join\_ok | p, s, sl)
8: end if
9: end event

10: upon event \( \langle \text{join-ok} | \text{src}, \text{srcPeers} \rangle \) do
11: if size(peers) < \( \omega \) then
12: check\_suc\_pred\_new()
13: succList := succList \cup \text{srcPeers}
14: trigger (FULL.join\_ok | \text{src}, \text{srcPeers})
15: end if
16: end event

Algorithm 6 Fault Recovery in PALTA
1: module PALTA
2: upon event \( \langle \text{crash} | \text{p} \rangle \) do
3: if \((p == \text{succ}) \lor (p == \text{succ.cand})\) then
4: succ := nil
5: succ\_cand := getFirst(succList)
6: send \( \langle \text{join} | \text{self} \rangle \) to succ\_cand
7: end if
8: end event

In order to solve inconsistencies because of crashes on the peers, in PALTA we use a simplified version of the fail-ure recovery mechanism used in the Relaxed Ring. This is a complete and eventually accurate failure recovery sys-
tem, meaning that all the crashed will be detected eventually and false suspicious will be corrected. The failure recovery mechanism is shown in Figure 6. In this case, when a peer $p$ suspects of a possible crashed successor $q$, this successor is removed from $p$’s routing table. The $p$ will search for a new successor in its successor list, being $t$ the best candidate, $p$ sends a join message to $t$ in order to fix the ring. In case that the suspicion over $q$ is false, $t$ will refuse the new connection request from $p$ by rerouting the join message to $q$ and the suspected peer will be considered correct again. Algorithm 6 shows how this recovery is implemented in PALTA.

5. Validation

This section shows the results obtained from simulations performed over the algorithms that we review on this paper: fully connected networks, Relaxed Ring and PALTA. All the algorithms are implemented in the Mozart-Oz programming system [18], where the Relaxed Ring is already part of P2PS [5]. The implementation of the fully connected network is a bit more complex than the algorithms presented in Section 3.1, but it is a lot more efficient in terms of message exchange. PALTA is implemented following the description given on this work. We perform the simulations using CINiSMO: Concurrent Network Simulator in Mozart-Oz [16]. Every topology was tested building networks from 20 to 1000 nodes, increasing the size by 20 nodes at every iteration. Plotted values represent the average of running every experiment with several seeds for random generation. In the case of PALTA, we tested the algorithm using two different values for $\omega$, being 100 and 200.

In order to measure the network efficiency according to our requirements, we gather information from

Active connections The average number of active links in the connected peers.

Messages sent to create a network The accumulated number of messages sent in order to create a network of a given size.

5.1. Results

We can observe in Figure 7 that fully connected networks increment their amount of connections linearly. Part of the curve is missing, but it clearly corresponds to $n - 1$, being $n$ the size of the network, because every node is connected to all other peers. The Relaxed Ring keeps a small amount of connections which corresponds to the successor, predecessor and fingers. The fact that this value grows very slowly with respect to the size of the network confirms the scalability of this approach. But, it also confirms that peers are not connected to many nodes in small networks, requiring more steps to reach any other peer, being less efficient.

PALTA is shown using two different values of $\omega$. We can observe that for $\omega = 100$, the amount of connections increases as in a fully connected network until the size of the network reaches $\omega$. At that point, the new peers joining the network will behave as peers in a ring, requiring only a few amount of fingers to reach the whole network. Since the network has already reached a reasonable size, it is good that the amount of connections does not increase. The more the network grows, the more PALTA converge to the behaviour of a ring, confirming than PALTA is a scalable topology being able to provide efficient connectivity in small network. The behaviour of $\omega = 200$ is analog.

Another interesting result can be observed in Figure 8 where we measure the amount of messages required for building every kind of network. Once again, the fully connected topology proves to be very inefficient as soon as the network becomes a bit large. The amount of messages follows $n*(n-1)$ with $n$ being the size of the network. This means that for a 1000 peers network, almost $1 \times 10^6$ messages are needed to create the network.
The comparison between PALTA and the Relaxed Ring is very interesting, because for small networks the ring performs as good or better than PALTA. On the other hand, once the network reaches the value of $\omega$, it is interesting to see how the amount of messages needed in PALTA begins to grow slower than the ring. This is because at that point, peers in PALTA have more available connections than the fingers of the ring. Given that, PALTA takes in average less hops to reach other peers in the network, reducing the amount of messages needed by the routing algorithm. As a conclusion, we can see that PALTA is well prepared for the transition between small and large networks.

6. Related Work

A work mentioning explicitly topologies for Ambient Intelligence is [11]. They provide a middleware capable of organizing devices found in the environment, allowing them to behave coherently to the user’s demands. They mention the volatility of devices with an application’s perspective and they do not cover the network generation and peer organization of the network connections for AmI applications.

Other peer-to-peer organization approaches such as AGAPE [2], LaCOLLA [14] and STEAM [15] also offer middleware solutions for enhancing collaboration in distributed networks. They provide architectures for high level collaboration of peers, by allowing a transparent interaction between connected members hiding the network inherent instability from the application logic and proving abstraction for discovery and collaboration. Our approach targets to improve the scalability of Ambient Networks by efficiently connecting peers according to the network state and changing the organization when the network evolves. Features like disconnection support, service discovery and communication can be included in a layer on top of PALTA.

Research on peer-to-peer networks has done a lot of effort on designing many different topologies to build structured overlay network [7], but all those solutions are thought having huge networks in mind, too big for our gold. As described in section 4, our solution is inspired in one of the simplest yet fault tolerant SON, that we use only when it is needed.

7. Future Work

7.1. Peers leaving the network

In this work, our objective is providing a scalable topology for networks with unanticipated number of members. Hence, we present experiments for ever-growing networks and how they behave when they grow too large. We have postponed experimenting with disconnections for future experiences.

We can affirm that by definition a Fully Connected topology will remain stable after the peers disconnect. This is because every peer is connected to the rest of the network. In case of the Relaxed Ring topology, disconnections and failure recovery are considered as part of its main features and they are explained in [17].

7.2. Variable values for $\omega$ and number of fingers

Even when we have tested different values of $\omega$ in this work, we have fixed it uniformly for all peers on the network. In future research we want to analyze the impact of adapting this values and how the topology can benefit from it to become more efficient. We still need to investigate whether we can change these values separately for every
connected peer or whether we need to propagate the same value across the whole network.

7.3. Language abstractions for modularizable algorithms

In order to maintain simplicity and understandability we have presented the algorithms using if-statements in sections 3 and 4. But in order to maintain a modularizable code we need to apply other techniques. We can use traditional OO techniques like the Strategy pattern, but we would prefer use dynamic approaches. The Ambience programming language [9] provides facilities to enable context-oriented programming. By enabling different contexts software can adapt its behavior at runtime maintaining the software modularity. A similar approach is provided by ContextL [4] which can refine behavior using different layers in objects.

8. Conclusions

There is no doubt that Ambient Intelligence implementations are going to be more and more recurrent in a close future. Mobile devices are now powerful enough to allow the construction of ad-hoc networks and enable complete mobility without depending of any infrastructure maintaining the networks. But this kind of ad-hoc networks are not for free. If they are not well designed they can lead to serious scalability problems.

We have presented PALTA: Peer-to-peer Adaptable Topology for Ambient intelligence. It is based on the existing fully connected and Relaxed Ring topologies, with adaptations to make them work together. This hybrid topology features self-organizing and self-adapting mechanisms to ensure a complete connectivity among the connected peers and take advantage of the current network state to have a better use of the available resources. It benefit from fully connected small networks and it makes a smooth transition to larger ones, being able to scale as a large scale structured peer-to-peer network.
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